Arbor

M U LT I P U R P O S E R O O M TA B L E S

WALLGOLDFINGER
FURNITURE

rbor multipurpose tables provide today’s businesses and organizations with a
reconfigurable conference table solution that leads the industry in leg room and compact
storage. Arbor tables feature (no tools required) removable legs, modesty panels and, in
some cases, power and data boxes. Tabletops, legs and more all then store in compact
upright storage carts, allowing businesses to invest in usable space rather than storage
space.
Arbors are also a quality table. Most commonly sold in a 30”x60” or 33”x66” size, Arbors
feature a variety of lightweight tabletop options from veneer to cast acrylic. Four edge
choices are available, including popular WallGoldfinger Comfort Edge aluminum pan
frames with uniquely designed rounded and smooth bottom edges that are both gentle
on hands and chair arms. Comfort Edge frames also have welded corners for durability.
Table legs are 2” square, aluminum (with your favorite powder coat) and positioned at
the table corner or inset a bit. Legs gang between tables, meaning legs in their ganged
position take up just 1” of space under each table end and leave lots of open space
for comfortably stretching out. Finally, power boxes are thoughtfully integrated in the
tabletop, leg and storage design. Power and USB-A also daisy chain with UL listed
cables, allowing many tables to plug into just one floor core outlet.
There truly is much to love about industry standout Arbor multipurpose tables designed
and made exclusively by WallGoldfinger Furniture.

DESIGN

M AT E R I A L S

33”x66” rectangular tables

dark quartered walnut veneer

Comfort Edge aluminum pan frames

Gun Metal powder coat

2-inch square standard legs
removable power and data boxes
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DESIGN

M AT E R I A L S

30”x60” rectangular tables

White cast acrylic

Comfort Edge aluminum pan frames

Gun Metal powder coat

2-inch square standard legs
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DESIGN

M AT E R I A L S

30”x60” rectangular tables

light rift cut oak veneer

Comfort Edge aluminum pan frames

brushed aluminum with
clear powder coat

2-inch square corner legs
fixed, low profile power boxes
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DESIGN

M AT E R I A L S

33”x66”” rectangular tables

Ebony Recon plastic laminate

laminate edge

brushed aluminum with clear
powder coat

half modesty panels
2” square standard legs
removable power and data boxes
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S P E C I F I C AT I O N S
SHAPES AND SIZES

EDGES

POPULAR SPECIAL REQUESTS

Multi ply veneer
Fit (8) 30”x60”
tabletops in a 30⅛”w
x 36⅛”d x 71⅜”h cart.
Carts for 33”x66” tables
are 78”h.

Rectangle
(30”x60”, 33”x66”)

Wedge

Rectangle
(36”x72”)

½” solid wood

Fit (8) 72” tabletops with
blankets or (6) 72” tabletops
with blankets and fixed power
boxes on a 27½”w x 38½”d x
34½”h panel cart.

Comfort Edge
aluminum pan
frame

Edges are 1½” thick, except the
Comfort Edge with overlay, which is
1¾”.

Comfort Edge
with ¼” solid
wood overlay

M AT E R I A L S
LEGS

Veneer

2” square standard
(inset)

Fit (56) standard
legs in a 33⅛”w x
30⅛”d x 78”h cart.

2” square corner*

Fit (36) corner legs in
a 28⅛”w x 37⅛”d x
78”h cart.

Plastic
laminate

Cast
acrylic

Faux
leather

Veneer

Solid
wood

Plastic
laminate

Standard and corner legs are
available with brush minder wire
management channels. Other leg
styles have leg attachments.
*Corner legs are only available
with Comfort Edge options.

POPULAR SPECIAL REQUESTS

LEGS

EDGES

TOPS

Powder
coated
aluminum

Brushed
aluminum
with clear
powder
coat

Powder
coated
aluminum

Brushed
aluminum
with clear
powder
coat

TECHNOLOGY

Arbor tables are 30” high.

Loop

Removable 6”x8” fixture
box with (2) Simplex, (2)
charging USB-As and (2)
telecom plate openings for
additional technology

Fasten (8) loop legs
to a 31¼”w x 60½”d
x 35”h high truck.

Veneer hatch lid

Metal hatch lid

Small 5”x5¼” fixed,
low-profile box with
(2) Simplex, (2)
charging USB-As, (1)
brush minder plate
and metal hatch lid

Large 5”x9” fixed, lowprofile box with (2) Simplex,
(2) charging USB-As, (1)
telecom plate, (1) brush
minder plate and metal
hatch lid

M O D E S T Y PA N E L S

Modesty panels are built in two
sections so tables can form L
shapes.
Removable half modesty
panel (11¾”)

Removable full modesty
panel (27¾”)
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Fit half modesty panels for
(16) tables or full modesty
panels for (8) tables in a
30⅛”w x 36⅛”d x 74¼”h
cart.

Quickly connect
boxes table to table
using quick connect
plugs.

Secure UL-listed
cables under table
tops using hook and
loop strips.

Run cords to
floor cores using
brush minder wire
management legs.

Store up to (6) removable power boxes on back
exterior of upright tabletop, leg and modesty panel
carts. (Fixed, low-profile boxes are thin enough that
they do not need to be removed from tabletops prior
to storing.) Hang cables on cart back.
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WALLGOLDFINGER
FURNITURE

a division of Mark Richey Woodworking
802.278.5800 | sales@wallgoldfinger.com | www.wallgoldfinger.com

